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All r*ns are on Mondays meet at 19.30 for 19.40 start unless stated.
All directions/ timings are approximate and start from Patcham roundabout A23/A27 junction unless stated).

DATE

#NO

ON ON

MAP REF

HARES

4th July 2011
1724
Queen Victoria, Rottingdean
369 023
Kit & Nigel
Directions: FROM BRIGHTON PIER. Head along A259 east towards Newhaven. Turn left at 1st set of traffic lights after
Rottingdean Windmill. Pub is on right hand side. Limited parking. Est. 10 mins.
11th July 2011
1725
Greyhound, Keymer
317 153
Liam
Directions: A23 to A273, then right at Stone Pound traffic lights. Pub on right about 1.25 miles. Est. 10 mins.
18th July 2011
1726
Brewers Arms, Vines Cross
595 179
Bushsquatter & Cliffbanger
Directions: A27 east to Lewes. Left on A26 at 2nd roundabout through tunnel, right then right again on B2192 through
Ringmer. Right again on B2124 then right on A22. Turn left on A267 then right on B2203 and right again for Vines Cross. Pub
1/2 mile on left after t-junction. Est. 40 mins.
25th July 2011
1727
Royal Oak, Poynings
262 120
Sarah Russell
Ray Noakes memorial hash
Directions: A23 north, 3rd exit on A281. Straight over mini
roundabout follow round to pub on right. Est. 10 mins.
1st August 2011
1728
Coach & Horses, Chelwood
412 287
Mike ‘Anybody’
Directions: A27 east to first Lewes roundabout. Left on to lights
then lef on A275 to North Chailey. At A272 carry on on A275 to
Danehill. Left on School Lane and pub on left 3/4 mile. Est. 30
mins.

RECEDING HARELINE:
08/08/11
15/08/11
22/08/11
29/08/11

The Hurstwood, High Hurstwood
- Chris & Bob L.
The Cat, West Hoathly - Brent & Kayleen
Matthew
Hangleton Manor , Hove - Ivan & Mike C.

CRAFT HASH #38
15/07/11
G3 & Testi’s housewarming Three Bridges
P trail from station
W&NK Hash
24/7/11

11 am Pig & Butcher, Five Ash Down - Bouncer

Thought for the day:
With great satisfaction we inform you that the first volume of
"Basic Introductory Manual to Understanding Women" is now
available. ⇒

Dear Hashers,
Just a quick note to say that Marathon Number 42 was completed on 11th June. Only 8 more to go to finish the
challenge! For a report of the South Downs Marathon, please take a moment to click on the attached link.
http://www.webjam.com/50marathons
Almost at £5,000.00 raised - a big thank-you.
Thank you for your support.

Ivan Lyons APFS
Chartered Financial Planner and Director
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On the website…
Louis is currently working on a tracker app to allow the upload of runs from smart phones/ GPS toys. At the moment
there are a couple of teething issues but given how random hashes (and hashers!) can be, if you use a tool to record
your runs, please let Louis know as the more data we have, the more accurate the end result becomes!
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BARNES H3 2011 XMAS WEEKEND
A MURDER MYSTERY
FANCY DRESS DINNER DANCE
25th - 27th NOVEMBER 2011
WHITE HART HOTEL
www.whitehartlewes.co.uk

LEWES, E SUSSEX

THE PRICE INCLUDES:

B&B FRIDAY &/OR ONLY SATURDAY. SATURDAY RUN, SIP STOP, PUB
FOOD, DINNER & DANCING, inc. WINE & DISCO. PLUS SUNDAY
MORNING HANGOVER RUN. (Friday evening pub crawl and curry - at your own expense)

Prices held from 2009 AND 2010! £20 deposit with booking!

PRICE:

FRIDAY & SATURDAY: £130 pp

SATURDAY ONLY: £90 pp
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Ah Argghh me hearties! Join the W&NKH3 for a weekend of Pirates and Treasure
September 17th & 18th, Horsham and Maplehurst
Fond memories of the previous treasure hunt in Horsham (and some severe arm twisting) have persuaded us to
put on another Treasure Hunt round the breweries and pubs in Horsham on Saturday 17th September, followed
by prize giving and curry. There is now both a Premier Inn (opposite the station) and a Travel Lodge (town
centre) for those who want accommodation overnight to rise fully refreshed for a classic Pirate Hash in
Maplehurst on Sunday 18th September. Put the date in your diaries and booking forms will be available soon.
On on
Fetherlite, Scud, Chips and Layby
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Tales from the rank:
Two taxi drivers met. "Hey," asked one, "what's the idea of painting one side of your cab red and the other side blue?"
"Well," the other responded, "when I get into an accident, you should see how all the witnesses contradict each other."

Ten years ago, on 25th July 2001, Brighton hash found itself having to come to terms for the first, but sadly not the last
time, with the loss of a highly respected, very much still active hasher. Just a few days after he had celebrated his 700th run
Ray Noakes died as he completed a training(!) run.
For those who didn’t know Ray, he was for many years the hash horn, hence the posthumous naming of Horaytio. We’re
fortunate that we now have several hornblowers but it was a quiet night on the odd occasion Ray couldn’t join us back in the
day. When I was uploading trash back issues to the web site recently I stumbled on the tribute trash for Ray and realised
that the 10th anniversary of Ray getting lost on the great sky trail actually landed on a hash night so suggested to Rosemary
that she might like to set trail that day, which she promptly off-loaded to Sarah!
So 10 years to the day we will be revisiting the same pub as Rays penultimate run, his final as hare, and his 700th, to recall a
great fun evening and an old friend. If you have one of the Run of the Downs shirts, and can still squeeze into it, you might like
to wear it. No pressure, hashing is, and always has been, about having fun so don’t play if you don’t want to!
BOUNCER
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Muslim man told Skype divorce joke stands
A Muslim man who told his wife "I divorce thee" three times in an online Skype messenger
conversation has been told the separation stands.
The ruling, made in an online fatwa by the Darul Uloom Deobandi seminary in northern India, regarded as one of
Islam's leading authorities on religious law said that the woman would have to first marry another man before she could
remarry her first husband.
The man, from Qatar, wrote to the seminary following his Skype joke to seek clarification. "Jokingly typed 'talak, talak,
talak' (I divorce thee, I divorce thee, I divorce thee) to my wife on Skype chat. I don't understand Islam very much and
did not know about how talaq works. We love each other very much and want to be together but right now [we are]
caught in this thing. Want to know a way out," he wrote.
His hopes of a "way out" were dashed when the seminary issued a fatwa confirming his wife must first remarry another
man, consummate the marriage, and then divorce him before she could be allowed to remarry her first husband. "When
you gave three talaqs, your wife became "haram" (forbidden) for you. Neither you have the right to take her back nor
solemnise a new "nikah" (marriage) without a valid "halalah" (second marriage). After the completion of "iddah" (a
three month waiting period following a divorce), the woman can marry whomever she wishes except you," the fatwa
stated.
The ruling means the couple will have to wait at least six months to remarry and bear the strain of the wife remarrying,
having sex with another man, and divorcing again. "Allah and his Prophet has said the worst thing a couple does is to
seek divorce. This is a hated act but the provision for Talaq in Islam is for unavoidable circumstances not for teasing or
jokes," said Maulana Arshid Madani, President of Jamiat-Ulama-i-Hind, one of the largest Muslim organisations in
India.

CRAFT #37 – Henfield, and the Henfield Hash House Harriers 100th run weekend.
In true CRAFT tradition, June means an event crash,
although this time we were actually invited! As part of
the Henfield hash 100th celebrations Bouncer hared the
Friday night red dress pub crawl. It’s not often CRAFT
actually do any running, but hidden amongst the various
e-mails before the main event was one from Bollocks
about including in the literature that this would be a run!
With the closure of the Gardeners Arms we were limited
on watering holes so the decision was made to include the
Bull at Shermanbury, and have separate walkers and
runners trails meeting at pub 2.
So on a foul afternoon armed with a dribble dropper full
of flour mixed with red powder paint Bouncer set off to
mark trail cross country to the Bull, getting a severe
drenching in the process. The return to town was
somewhat hazardous in the conditions so after hare
almost getting run down by Pirate in a lorry the Bull was
aborted.
Despite a move towards a halfway sip at Snotty’s house,
the appropriately dressed pack, after meeting at the Cat & Canary, wandered on to #2 the White Hart. Some were actually
running including P!ssticide and Cyst Pit, while others embraced the rain to such effect that they stood in puddles waiting for
cars to pass. Apart from the 30 odd registrees there had been talk that some CRAFT extras may turn up such as the Rats,
Budgie and Adrian Scott as well as other Henfield Joggers. Presumably conditions put them off but it was good to see Bob
Patton finally make a CRAFT after years of promise. With the Gardeners Arms now closed and the George Hotel shut for a
private party our route was now severely limited, but
most had imbibed well before setting off so no-one
grumbled. Almost next door to the White Hart was #3
the Plough from where many moved off in search of food,
either fish & chips or, for the majority, the curry house
which became #4 with the purchase of a cobra or two.
Worlds strongest man, Rumpole looked distinctly
uncomfortable after finishing off Bouncers Madras,
before the announcement from Snotty that the sponsors
had agreed to pick up the cost! As we fell out the door
there were only a handful who actually managed a beer in
#5 the Bell where Pirate turned up for a late start, but
there were many more already back at the Cat & Canary
and a darts contest was quickly organised. The evening
was rounded off with round 1 of the dancing back at the
guide hut with Auld Banger impressing! A full review of
the weekend will soon be up on www.henfieldh3.co.uk.
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The economy is so bad that....
My neighbor got a pre-declined credit card in the mail.
Wives are having sex with their husbands because they
can’t afford batteries.
CEO’s are now playing miniature golf.
Exxon-Mobil laid off 25 Congressmen.
A stripper was killed when her audience showered her with
rolls of pennies while she danced.
I saw a Mormon with only one wife.
If the bank returns your check marked “Insufficient
Funds,” you call them and ask if they meant you or them.
McDonald’s is selling the 1/4 ouncer.
Angelina Jolie adopted a child from America.

Parents in Beverly Hills fired their nannies and learned
their children’s names.
My cousin had an exorcism but couldn’t afford to pay for
it, and they re-possessed her!
A truckload of Americans was caught sneaking into
Mexico.
A picture is now only worth 200 words.
When Bill and Hillary travel together, they now have to
share a room.
The Treasure Island casino in Las Vegas is now managed by
Somali pirates.
My ATM gave me an IOU!
They renamed Wall Street "Wal-Mart Street ."

REHASHING
#1721 – Birchington Cottage, East Chiltington – James & Paddy
How is it that whenever Otters sets a hash, the heavens open between setting trail and the hounds running it? Well with a
barbecue at stake, a contingency plan was called for which is how James sold his soul* to ensure that by the time we
mustered, the deluge of the day had turned into a very pleasant evening. Keeps It Up returned after an illness alleged to have
been e-coli (apparently the ballbreaker at Eurohash had a sip in 3 separate countries including Germany!), to confess to having
run the South Downs Marathon on the Saturday before. Oddly, Marathon Man Ivan’s name was missing from the results!
I digress. This is an area we seldom touch on due to the sparsity of nearby pubs so running from James’ house opened up some
nice territory (the Sportsman not having opened on Mondays for almost 20 years now). The run started east, before cutting
down through Warningore Woods. Next check took us to Allington Lane, where Mudlark took the obvious option, leaving YT to
get lost down the lane. Obviously it was up the hill to Blackcap but the climb soon caused the pack to spread far and wide. The
next check had folk running every possibility, with Brett deciding against a return uphill, Charlie and Nigel coming back once,
but staying down when they got it wrong a 2nd time, and Paddy finally being unnecessarily generous with his hints to get us on
the right path. As Prof and myself attempted an off-road return we stumbled upon walkers Pat and Wildbush who waved us
back. And so we returned via the church to find Harveys and barbecue awaiting, and what a spread! Exceptional salads and
burgers alike with special consideration not just to veggies, but the coeliacs too! As Julia noted round the campfire, we must
make this an annual event. James’ expression was unreadable! Another great hash…
* Not really. The barn was ready.
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#1723 – Pilot, Eastbourne – Ann ‘Red Slapper’ Barry
Arriving late, myself, Anne and Julia were in time to see the walkers setting off, but Red’s casual start had me guessing
correctly that there was an early loop. Still, to show willing we wandered off, letting Ivan, Suzie and Pat zip past, until the
pack was met coming back towards us, and on to a check 100 yards from the pub. Round the hill, there was too much chat as
visitors were greeted, so by the time I found the back of the pack my need was great. “I’m going over the edge”, I yelled, only
for P!ssticide to show concern for the kids. “No mate, I’m having a waz”. Bear in mind this was an excruciatingly humid day and
you have the reason why the ascent to the Beachy Head pub took so long. There was a short stretch on the South Downs Way
before we were called back onto the correct trail and round and round we went. I caught up for the 5th time to see hares and
Local Knowledge cheating, but they made me go the long way back to the pub, right round the horseshoe path before a quick
Eddie Waring (“it’s an up and over”) on a horrible camber back to finish. People spoke gibberish, took the mick out of Dave Bos
for picking loads of mushrooms the previous week and chucking the lot in fright, and we went home. Another Great Hash…
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BITCH
I SAID SUPER SIZE THESE FRIES
I’M IN TRAINING FOR THE HENFIELD HASH BIG 100

The South Downs 100 mile Relay 6 June 2011 - Race Report
There are only a few facts that readers need to be made aware of so far at this years SD 100 Relay is concerned. These
are contained in Spreadsheet 1 below. This edited version of the 44 Teams which completed the Race shows the
Cooper Cup Age Adjusted Results in which the Hash Vets powered to a 26th placing based on the calculator at
http://www.howardgrubb.co.uk/athletics/runcalc. Giving a 78.66% age related performance.
Of course it has to be said that the superhuman result from Chichester runners Vets in 1st place are beyond
comprehension. For the record the average age of the BH7 Vets Team is 59.81 years.
Spreadsheet 1

Team Name

Cat.

Elapsed
time

Cooper
Cup %

Cooper Cup
position

V
V
A

12:05:58
14:19:52
13:10:27

92.38
78.66
74.76

1
26
37

Chichester Runners
Brighton Hash
Brighton Hash

For the sake of fair reporting the Hash A Team were well placed with their 14th placing out of a field of 22 Category A
Teams, as can be seen below (edited table)

Team Name
Brighton & Hove AC
Brighton Hash

Cat.

Start
time

Finish
time

Elapsed
time

Race
pos. A

A
A

09:00
07:00

19:51:10
20:10:27

10:51:10
13:10:27

1
14

RULE 5 [All runners must wear a recognisable and official club vest
while running]
This violation by Peter Thomas on Leg 1 near Belle Tout caused much
concern amongst the Hash Vets support team as a DSQ on Leg 1
would have been gutting.
Team Captain, Chris Dauncey, is seen here making a dangerous dive
in direction of the 200 foot cliffs to recover discarded over-garments.

RULE 5 violation is maintained but no marshals
are in sight.

Team
Captain
Chris
phones
ahead at
Bo Peep
to advise
of his
imminent
arrival

Rik knows
that points
mean prizes
and pares
those last few
important
seconds off
his first Leg
when arriving
at Itford Farm.

Accident insurance claim forms ask for a brief statement about
how the accident happened. The combination of the finger
pointing instinct and the small spaces provided on the forms can
lead to some curiously phrased explanations. Here are some of
my favourite Hilarious ones. Enjoy !
• A pedestrian hit me and went under my car.
• Coming home, I drove into the wrong house and collided with a
tree I don’t have.
• In my attempt to kill a fly, I drove into a telephone pole.
• No one was to blame for the accident, but it never would have happened if the other driver had been alert.
• The pedestrian had no idea which direction to go, so I ran over him.
• I had been driving for 40 years when I fell asleep at the wheel and had an accident.
• I was backing my car out of the driveway in the usual manner when it was struck by the other car in the same place where it
had been struck several times before.
• The indirect cause of this accident was a little guy in a small car with a big mouth.
• The accident happened when the right door of a car came around the corner without giving a signal.
• I was thrown from my car as it left the road. I was later found in a ditch by some stray cows
• I had been shopping for plants all day and was on my way home. As I reached a junction, a hedge sprung up, obscuring my
vision.
• I was on the way to the doctor with rear end trouble when my universal joint gave way causing me to have an accident.
• I was sure the old fellow would never make it to the other side of the road when I struck him.
• I was unable to stop in time, and my car crashed into the other vehicle. The driver and passengers then left immediately for
a vacation with injuries.
• To avoid hitting the bumper of the car in front, I struck the pedestrian.
• I collided with a stationary truck coming the other way.
• My car was legally parked as it backed into the other vehicle.”
• As I approached the crossroads, a stop sign suddenly appeared in a place where no stop sign had ever appeared before. I was
unable to stop in time to avoid the accident.
• The telephone pole was approaching fast. I was attempting to swerve out of its path when it struck my front end.
• A truck backed though my windshield and into my wife’s face.
• The guy was all over the road. I had to swerve a number of times before I hit him.
• An invisible car came out of nowhere, struck my vehicle, and vanished.
A doctor examining a woman who had been rushed to the Emergency Room, took the husband aside, and said, ‘I don’t like the
looks of your wife at all’. ‘Me neither doc,’ said the husband. ‘But she’s a great cook and really good with the kids.’
An old man goes to the Wizard to ask him if he can remove a curse he’s been living with for 40 years. The Wizard says, ‘Only

if you tell me the exact words that were used to put the curse on you.’ ‘I now pronounce you man and wife’.

A wife says to her husband you’re always pushing me around and talking behind my back. He says well you are in a wheelchair.
In the pub with the wife, I said I love you. She said is that you or the beer talking? I replied it’s me talking to the beer.
Wife’s been missing a week so the Cops said prepare for the worst. So I’ve been to the charity shop to get her clothes back.

‘Mr. Clark, I have reviewed this case very carefully,’ the divorce Court Judge said, ‘and I’ve decided to give your wife £775 a
week.’ ‘That’s very fair, your honour,’ the husband said. ‘And every now and then I’ll try to send her a few quid myself.’
WHY PARENTS SHOULD ALWAYS CHECK THEIR CHILDREN’S HOMEWORK BEFORE THEY HAND IT IN:
A first grade girl handed in this drawing for a
homework assignment.
After it was graded and the child brought it home, she
returned to school the next day with the following
note:

Dear Ms. Davis,
I want to be very clear on my child’s illustration. It is
NOT of me on a dance pole on a stage in a strip
joint.
I work at Home Depot and had commented to my
daughter how much money we made in the recent
snowstorm. This picture is of me selling a shovel.
Mrs. Harrington

A Note from the Censors. The following jokes have been certified 18 by the BBFJC (British Board of Forum Joke Censors). To
assist you in making a judgement as to whether you should read these jokes, the following information about the content of
these jokes has been provided.
Violence: none
Sexual content: Frequent references, of adult nature
Bad language: Frequent, of abusive and sexual nature.

THOSE UNDER 18 PLEASE LEAVE THIS TRASH NOW.

Two guys were discussing popular family trends on sex, marriage, and Family values. Bill said, ‘I didn’t sleep with my wife before
we got married, did you?’
Larry replied, ‘I’m not sure, what was her maiden name?’
Man calls 999 and says “I think my wife is dead”. The operator says how do you know? He says “The sex is the same but the
ironing is building up!
Paddy says: “Mick, I’m thinking of buying a Labrador.” “F*ck that” says Mick, “Have you seen how many of their owners go
blind?”
The graveside service just barely finished, when there was massive clap of thunder, followed by a tremendous bolt of lightning,
accompanied by even more thunder rumbling in the distance…
The little old man looked at the pastor and calmly said, ‘Well, she’s there.’
Moe: ‘My wife got me to believe in religion.’
Joe: ‘Really?’
Moe: ‘Yeah. Until I married her I didn’t believe in Hell.’
KNOTS TO YOU TOO
An old retired sailor puts on his old uniform and heads for the docks once more, for old times sake. He engages a prostitute and
takes her up to a room. He’s soon going at it as well as he can for a guy his age, but needing some reassurance, he asks, ‘How am I
doing?’
The prostitute replies, ‘Well, old sailor, you’re doing about three knots ’
‘Three knots?’ he asks. ‘What’s that supposed to mean??’
She says, ‘You’re knot hard, you’re knot in, and you’re knot getting your money back.’
I WON I WON I WON!!!!!!
A wife says to her husband “What would you do if I won the lottery?”
His husband replies, “Take half the money and leave you!”
“Good!”, says the wife. “I won £10. Here’s a fiver, now fuck off!”
PACKAGE HOLIDAYS
Paddy and Murphy were talking about far off places one afternoon when Paddy tells Murphy, ”Ya know, I reckon I’m ’bout ready
for a vacation. Only this year I’m gonna do it a little different. The last few years, I took your advice about where to go. Three years
ago you said to go to Hawaii . I went to Hawaii and Molly got pregnant. Then two years ago, you told me to go to the B ahamas and
Molly got pregnant again. Last year you suggested Tahiti and darn me, if Molly didn’t get pregnant again.”
Murphy asks Paddy, ”So, what you gonna do this year that’s different?”
Paddy says, ”This year I’m taking Molly with me.”
PARLIAMENTARY PRIVILEGE
A man walks into his local council office and says to the receptionist, “I would like to put my name forward for the forthcoming
election to be a Member of Parliament.”
The receptionist replied “Certainly sir. Please fill in this form.”
So he was completing the form happily until he came to the question asking “Are you circumcised?”
So he asked the receptionist “Is that question necessary and relevant?”
She replied “If you are circumcised you are not eligible to apply.”
He asked what difference would it make if he was circumcised?
She replied “To become a MP, you have to be a complete prick.”
I was in bed with a blind girl last night and she said that I had the biggest p*nis she had ever laid her hands on. I said “You’re
pulling my leg”
And finally…
The voice of kids TV favourites Rainbow, Roy Skelton has died. Zippy and George are said to be speechless!
Hearing the English FA are so outraged by today's vote for Blatter,they are going to follow Scotland's example and never
play in a World Cup Finals again!
Peter Beardsley is the latest 'celebrity' to be at the centre of one of these super injuction scandals. Apparently the girl
he shagged doesn't want to be named.

